Introduction

Corporate Governance

The definition of corporate governance most widely used is "the system by which companies are directed and controlled" (Cadbury Committee, 1992). More specifically it is the framework by which the various stakeholder interests are balanced.

Stakeholders

A person, group or organization that has interest or concern in an organization. Stakeholders can affect or be affected by the organization's actions, objectives and policies. Some examples of key stakeholders are creditors, directors, employees, government and its agencies, owners (shareholders), suppliers, unions, and the community from which the business draws its resources.

Five Golden Rules

I. Ethics – a clearly ethical basis to the business
II. Congruence of goals – appropriate goals, arrived at through the creation of a suitable stakeholder decision – making model
III. Strategic management – an effective strategy process which incorporates stakeholder value
IV. Organization – an organization suitably structured to effect good corporate governance
V. Reporting – reporting systems structured to provide transparency and accountability
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